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In the midst of every crisis lies great 
opportunity.

Albert Einstein



The chronicle of a 
pandemic



The chronicle of a pandemic at the Guardian

During the first wave



The chronicle of a pandemic at the Guardian

After the first wave



The chronicle of a pandemic at the Guardian

Demographic breakdown



Record breaking traffic

This year has proved more than ever that in 
unprecedented times, people rely on newsbrands to 
deliver trusted, quality journalism. More readers are 
coming to the Guardian than ever before. 

● Biggest traffic day in history, hitting 27.6m 
uniques. 

● Between March-June 2020, we saw a total of 
over 1.1 billion unique browsers which was up 
118% compared to last year. 

● Reader contributions have grown at a 
momentous rate with 1.2m users contributing 
between March-June which was +110% YoY. 
These are all individual people paying 
for something they can get for free. 



Consumption of News and Info about Covid-19

Source: Ofcom Survey: Consumption of News and Information About COVID-19

Declining use of social media as a source of info for C-19

Amongst adult internet users traditional media the most 
trusted source for C-19 news

NHS the most trusted source for C-19 news

75% of respondents think this crisis is showing some 
positive sides of society - ie community spirit, support to 
the NHS



Product offering and 
CRM



Who is still buying?

Government & NHS 
Business Services / Software
Entertainment - Between
Mobile & Broadband 
Consumer Goods 
Consumer Tech/Electronics 
Supermarkets 
Fashion Retail 
Online retail
Investing / Personal Finance 
Utilities 



With what message?

Finance - Lloyds have been highlighting the risk of 
potential fraudsters posing as suppliers of COVID-19 test 
suppliers in their campaigns.

Software - Tableau/Salesforce taking a very direct ‘In this 
together’ approach by supplying free public health analysis. 
Salesforce are advertising their ‘Leading Through Change’ 
articles to give advice to business’. As well as this IBM have 
created a video campaign acknowledging the efforts being 
made by everyone to tackle coronavirus

Automotives - Ford have incorporated the ‘Stay home, stay 
safe’ message into their online showroom advertisements.

Consumer Tech - Dell have created a section of their site 
now dedicated to supplying people working from home.

eCommerce - Very have created a ‘feel at home’ area of 
their site for their homeware products from toys to 
gardening equipment

The majority of advertisers are not using coronavirus in 
their advertising. But some have:



What’s more relevant now?

Entertainment
- TV
- Films
- Games
- Culture at home
- Books - reading

Hobbies + Pastimes
- Home improvement
- Gardening
- Baking

Online shopping & delivery
- Fashion
- Restaurant delivery
- Latest tech
- Supermarkets



What’s more relevant now?

Changed lifestyle
- Parents
- Homeworkers - Business 

connectivity
- Students/Graduates - masters 

courses fewer jobs
- New unemployed / 

Furloughed - career 
development & progression

- Personal finances / money 
saving / what to do

- Utilities and wifi - switch and 
save

Stress and Health
- Wellness
- Fitness
- Loneliness - connectivity 



Audience

Entertainment
‘Gamers’ 
Hobbies & Pastimes
‘Gardening & DIY’ 
Online shopping & delivery
‘Women’s Fashion’ or ‘Early Adopters’ 
Lifestyle changes
Parents 
Stress & health
We have a range of health & fitness 
segments focused on yoga, running 
and fitness as well as wellness and 
well-being



Context

How to live now / Lockdown living  - 
Expert guides and personal stories to help you 
negotiate life in extraordinary times / Advice 
and ideas for getting through the coronavirus 
lockdown
Lockdown culture - The best arts and 
entertainment during self-isolation
Lockdown watch - Film-makers reveal what 
they're watching in self-isolation
Store cupboard recipes / Recipes
Baking
Gardens
Interiors and Home improvement
‘Ask the experts’
Old/Retro sport live blogs and articles 







Advertising during a 
pandemic: to do or not 
to do?



Yes - there is content and audiences for all 
advertisers to promote their messaging.

Back don’t block good quality news 
organisations - they are now needed more 
than ever before.



Thank you!


